**Orchestrate Your Entire Crisis Response From One Unified Platform**

Everbridge Crisis Management provides organizations a single solution for business continuity, disaster recovery and emergency communication. In one application, crisis teams can coordinate all response activities, teams and resources to accelerate recovery times and maintain command and control when crises evolve into unanticipated scenarios.

With all stakeholders – from responders in the field to executives in the boardroom – working from a common operating picture, you will never have to worry that your response plans are not getting executed or tear yourself away from mission critical activities to provide a status update.

Fully integrated with the Everbridge Critical Event Management Platform, Crisis Management employs Everbridge’s best-in-class technology for mass notification, incident management and mobile collaboration.

**KEY BENEFITS**

- Accelerate time to restoration
- Reduce liability and the cost of downtime
- Continue to deliver on brand promise
Unified Response and Communication
Crisis Management orchestrates all crisis response activities, teams, resources and communications from a single event page. Includes operator dashboards, integrated chat, incident log and smart conferencing.

Dynamic Task Management
The Crisis Management Task Manager helps turn static SOPs into actionable tasks that can be assigned to an individual, a group or a function. Tasks can be added on-the-fly in the middle of a crisis when unanticipated situations and scenarios arise.

Mobile Response Plans
Crisis Management allows users to mobilize response teams, execute plans (BC/DR, Emergency), and collaborate with team members no matter device or where they are located.

Executive View and Reporting
Dedicated event dashboards and situation reports allow senior management to monitor response and recovery progress in real-time without having to disrupt the crisis team.

ABOUT EVERBRIDGE
Everbridge, Inc. (NASDAQ: EVBG) is the global leader in critical event management and enterprise safety applications that automate and accelerate an organization’s operational response to critical events in order to keep people safe and businesses running faster. Everbridge is based in Boston and Los Angeles with additional offices in Lansing, San Francisco, Beijing, Kolkata, London, Oslo and Stockholm.